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TS.2.5.4 Glaciers and Ice Sheets

There is very high confidence that glaciers world-wide are persistently 
shrinking as revealed by the time series of measured changes in glacier 
length, area, volume and mass (Figures TS.1 and  TS.3). The few excep-
tions are regionally and temporally limited. Measurements of glacier 
change have increased substantially in number since AR4. Most of the 
new data sets, along with a globally complete glacier inventory, have 
been derived from satellite remote sensing {4.3.1, 4.3.3} 

There is very high confidence that, during the last decade, the largest 
contributions to global glacier ice loss were from glaciers in Alaska, the 
Canadian Arctic, the periphery of the Greenland ice sheet, the South-
ern Andes and the Asian mountains. Together these areas account for 
more than 80% of the total ice loss. Total mass loss from all glaciers 
in the world, excluding those on the periphery of the ice sheets, was 
very likely 226 [91 to 361] Gt yr–1 (sea level equivalent, 0.62 [0.25 to 
0.99] mm yr–1) in the period 1971–2009, 275 [140 to 410] Gt yr–1 (0.76 
[0.39 to 1.13] mm yr–1) in the period 1993–2009 and 301 [166 to 436] 
Gt yr–1 (0.83 [0.46 to 1.20] mm yr–1) between 2005 and 20098. {4.3.3; 
Tables 4.4, 4.5}

8 100 Gt yr–1 of ice loss corresponds to about 0.28 mm yr–1 of sea level equivalent.

There is high confidence that current glacier extents are out of balance 
with current climatic conditions, indicating that glaciers will continue to 
shrink in the future even without further temperature increase. {4.3.3}

There is very high confidence that the Greenland ice sheet has lost ice 
during the last two decades. Combinations of satellite and airborne 
remote sensing together with field data indicate with high confidence 
that the ice loss has occurred in several sectors and that large rates of 
mass loss have spread to wider regions than reported in AR4 (Figure 
TS.3). There is high confidence that the mass loss of the Greenland 
ice sheet has accelerated since 1992: the average rate has very likely 
increased from 34 [–6 to 74] Gt yr–1 over the period 1992–2001 (sea 
level equivalent, 0.09 [–0.02 to 0.20] mm yr–1), to 215 [157 to 274] Gt 
yr–1 over the period 2002–2011 (0.59 [0.43 to 0.76] mm yr–1). There is 
high confidence that ice loss from Greenland resulted from increased 
surface melt and runoff and increased outlet glacier discharge, and 
these occurred in similar amounts. There is high confidence that the 
area subject to summer melt has increased over the last two decades. 
{4.4.2, 4.4.3} 

Figure TS.3 |  (Upper) Distribution of ice loss determined from Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) time-variable gravity for (a) Antarctica and (b) Greenland, shown 
in centimetres of water per year (cm of water yr–1) for the period 2003–2012. (Lower) The assessment of the total loss of ice from glaciers and ice sheets in terms of mass (Gt) and 
sea level equivalent (mm). The contribution from glaciers excludes those on the periphery of the ice sheets. {4.3.4; Figures 4.12–4.14, 4.16, 4.17, 4.25}
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Figure TS.3 | (Upper) Distribution of ice loss from Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment 
(GRACE) time-variable gravity for (a) Antarctica and (b) Greenland, shown in cm of water per year 
for the period 2003–2012. (Lower) The assessment of the total loss of ice from glaciers and ice 
sheets in terms of mass (Gt) and sea level equivalent (mm). The contribution from glaciers 
excludes those on the periphery of the ice sheets.

Ice sheets: why we care

Greenland & Antarctica significantly 
contribute to sea level rise IPCC AR5 2013
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Figure 4.17 |  Rate of ice sheet loss in sea level equivalent averaged over 5-year periods between 1992 and 2011. These estimates are derived from the data in Figures 4.15 and 
4.16.

year 2010 was an exceptionally warm year in west Greenland with 
Nuuk having the warmest year since the start of the temperature 
record in 1873 (Tedesco et al., 2011). In West Antarctica, the warming 
since the 1950s (Steig et al., 2009; Ding et al., 2011; Schneider et al., 
2012; Bromwich et al., 2013), the magnitude and seasonality of which 
are still debated, has not manifested itself in enhanced surface melt-
ing (Tedesco and Monaghan, 2009; Kuipers Munneke et al., 2012) nor 
in increased snowfall (Monaghan et al., 2006; Bromwich et al., 2011; 
Lenaerts et al., 2012). Statistically significant summer warming has 
been observed on the east coast of the northern Antarctic Peninsula 
(Marshall et al., 2006; Chapman and Walsh, 2007), with extension of 
summer melt duration (Barrand et al., 2013), while East Antarctica has 
showed summer cooling (Turner et al., 2005). In contrast, the signifi-
cant winter warming at Faraday/Vernadsky station on the western Ant-
arctic Peninsula is attributable to a reduction of sea ice extent (Turner 
et al., 2005).

4.4.4.1.2 Ocean thermal forcing

Since AR4, observational evidence has contributed to medium confi-
dence that the interaction between ocean waters and the periphery 
of large ice sheets plays a major role in present ice sheet changes 
 (Holland et al., 2008; Pritchard et al., 2012). Ocean waters provide the 
heat that can drive high melt rates beneath ice shelves (Jacobs et al., 
1992; Holland and Jenkins, 1999; Rignot and Jacobs, 2002; Pritchard 
et al., 2012) and at marine-terminating glacier fronts (Holland et al., 
2008; Rignot et al., 2010; Jacobs et al., 2011).

Ocean circulation delivers warm waters to ice sheets. Variations in 
wind patterns associated with the North Atlantic Oscillation (Jacobs 
et al., 1992; Hurrell, 1995), and tropical circulations influencing West 
Antarctica (Ding et al., 2011; Steig et al., 2012), are probable drivers of 
increasing melt at some ice-sheet margins. In some parts of Antarctica, 
changes in the Southern Annular Mode (Thompson and Wallace, 2000, 
see Glossary) may also be important. Observations have established 
that warm waters of subtropical origin are present within several fjords 
in Greenland (Holland et al., 2008; Myers et al., 2009; Straneo et al., 
2010; Christoffersen et al., 2011; Daniault et al., 2011). 

Satellite records and in situ observations indicate warming of the 
Southern Ocean (see Chapter 3) since the 1950s (Gille, 2002, 2008). 
This warming is confirmed by data from robotic ocean buoys (Argo 
floats) (Boening et al., 2008) but the observational record remains 
short and, close to Antarctica, there are only limited observations from 
ships (Jacobs et al., 2011), short-duration moorings and data from 
instrumented seals (Charrassin et al., 2008; Costa et al., 2008).

4.4.4.2 Ice Sheet Processes

4.4.4.2.1 Basal lubrication

Ice flows in part by sliding over the underlying rock and sediment, 
which is lubricated by water at the ice base: a process known as basal 
lubrication (see Glossary). In many regions close to the Greenland ice 
sheet margin, abundant summer meltwater on the surface of the ice 
sheet forms large lakes. This surface water can drain to the ice sheet 

Figure 4.17 | Rate of ice sheet loss in sea level equivalent averaged over 
5-year periods between 1992 and 2011. These estimates are derived from 
the data in Figures 4.15 and 4.16. 

Ice sheets: why we care

Greenland & Antarctica contributions to GMSL accelerate

IPCC AR5 2013
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ice content: 30 million km3
~ 58 m sea level rise
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The twin GRACE-FO satellites follow each other in 
orbit around the Earth, separated by about 220 
km.

https://grace.jpl.nasa.gov/mission/grace-fo/ 

Measuring the ice mass of Greenland & Antarctica from space: GRACE

https://grace.jpl.nasa.gov/mission/grace-fo/
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Ice sheet SMB regimes:

Surface mass balance versus temperature. 
      Schematic of accumulation (blue), surface ablation (red), and net surface mass balance (green) 

as a function of surface atmospheric temperature. After Oerleman 1992.
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Notes section 10.3:  
observed trends and projections
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Both Greenland and Antarctica show mass loss, although it is not clear to what 
degree this is due to natural variability, and the prediction for Antarctica suggests 

mass gain, at least via SMB, in the next few decades 

160 Chapter 10. Greenland and Antarctica

Figure 10.5: Time series of cumulative ice mass change for the GIS and
AIS from the GRACE mission. The vertical axis is shifted arbitrarily so
that only deduced differences in time are meaningful.

of rain rather than snow. This assumption that only snow contributes to the
SMB is not easily justified as it is difficult to estimate what portion of the
liquid precipitation will indeed contribute to the runoff rather than freeze
and contribute to the SMB.

These climate model projections of the SMB of Greenland and Antarc-
tica involve significant uncertainties, both due to the issue of runoff indi-
cated above and due to the fact that precipitation is generally one of the
climate variables most prone to model uncertainties, as discussed in chap-
ter 7. Yet attempting to model what is often referred to as the “dynamical”,
or “fast response” of the ice sheets, involving ice stream acceleration or ice
sheet collapse, for example, is associated with an even larger uncertainty.
This is due to the difficulties of correctly representing many of the processes
reviewed above, from basal hydrology to MISI to cliff instability. Recent
studies showed that future projections of ice sheet mass on the scale of
hundreds of years are most sensitive to these sub-gridscale parameterized
processes, and the uncertainty involved in making projections regarding
the fate of these ice sheets on time scales beyond 2100 is therefore still
very large.
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Projections

RCP8.5 projections of surface mass balance changes over Greenland & 
Antarctica. (a) net SMB change from 1920 to 2100, cm/yr, averaged over 30 model 
ensemble members. calculated as change in snow accumulation minus in 
sublimation rate. blue shades: a gain in SMB. (b) Same, for Greenland. (c) blue line: 
time series of net SMB for AIS, Gt/yr, avg over 30 members. light-blue shading: 1 
std over members. red line & shading: sublimation. (d) Same, for Greenland.
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Notes section 10.2 
Physical processes determining 

the ice mass balance
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• Accumulation 
• Ablation: 

• Albedo 
• surface melting 
• calving  
• ice flow  
• basal hydrology
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Information from Paleoclimate Archives Chapter 5
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Box 5.2, Figure 1 |  Schematic illustration of multiple interactions between ice sheets, solid earth and the climate system which can drive internal variability and 
affect the coupled ice sheet–climate response to external forcings on time scales of months to millions of years. The inlay figure represents a typical height profile of 
atmospheric temperature and moisture in the troposphere.
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Box 5.2 (continued)

5.3.3 Last Glacial Maximum and Equilibrium 
Climate Sensitivity

The LGM is characterized by a large temperature response (Section 
5.3.3.1) to relatively well-defined radiative perturbations (Section 
5.2), linked to atmospheric CO2 concentration around 200 ppm (Sec-
tion 5.2.2) and large ice sheets covering northern Europe and North 
America. This can be used to evaluate climate models (Braconnot et 
al. (2012b); see Sections 9.7 and 10.8) and to estimate ECS from the 
combined use of proxy information and simulations (Section 5.3.3.2).

5.3.3.1 Last Glacial Maximum Climate

Since AR4, synthesis of proxy LGM temperature estimates was com-
pleted for SST (MARGO Project Members, 2009), and for land SAT 
(Bartlein et al., 2011) (Box 5.1, Figure 1). The Multiproxy Approach 
for the Reconstruction of the Glacial Ocean Surface (MARGO) SST 

 synthesis expanded earlier work (CLIMAP Project Members, 1976, 
1981; Sarnthein et al., 2003a; Sarnthein et al., 2003b) by using multiple 
proxies (Table 5.2). The land SAT synthesis is based on pollen data, 
following the Cooperative Holocene Mapping Project (COHMAP Mem-
bers, 1988).

Climate models and proxy data consistently show that mean annual 
SST change (relative to pre-industrial) is largest in the mid-latitude 
North Atlantic (up to –10ºC), and the Mediterranean (about –6ºC) 
(MARGO Project Members, 2009, Box 5.1, Table 5.2). Warming and 
seasonally ice-free conditions are reconstructed, however, in the north-
eastern North Atlantic, in the eastern Nordic Seas and north Pacific, 
albeit with large uncertainty because of the different interpretation of 
proxy data (de Vernal et al., 2006). SAT reconstructions generally shows 
year-round cooling, with regional exceptions such as Alaska (Bartlein 
et al., 2011). Modelling studies show how atmospheric dynamics influ-
enced by ice sheets affect regional temperature patterns in the North 

Physical processes determining 
the ice mass balance

Box 5.2, Figure 1 | Schematic illustration of multiple interactions between ice sheets, solid earth and the climate system which 
can drive internal variability and affect the coupled ice sheet–climate response to external forcings on time scales of months to 
millions of years. The inlay figure represents a typical height profile of atmospheric temperature and moisture in the 
troposphere. 

IPCC AR5 2013
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The accumulation zone and ablation zone are separated by the Equilibrium 
Line Altitude (ELA), or so-called firn line (Firn is old snow). 
[left: from lecture slides of ATMS 514 in UW; right: snowballearth.org]

Equilibrium Line Altitude 

Accumulation 
accumulation & ablation zones on ice sheets/ glaciers

Glacier Ice Sheet

https://atmos.washington.edu/~bitz/514_2013/lecture_may2.pdf http://www.snowballearth.org/slides/Ch10-7.gif
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Accumulation 
Snow accumulation rate depends on elevation
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Box 5.2, Figure 1 |  Schematic illustration of multiple interactions between ice sheets, solid earth and the climate system which can drive internal variability and 
affect the coupled ice sheet–climate response to external forcings on time scales of months to millions of years. The inlay figure represents a typical height profile of 
atmospheric temperature and moisture in the troposphere.
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Box 5.2 (continued)

5.3.3 Last Glacial Maximum and Equilibrium 
Climate Sensitivity

The LGM is characterized by a large temperature response (Section 
5.3.3.1) to relatively well-defined radiative perturbations (Section 
5.2), linked to atmospheric CO2 concentration around 200 ppm (Sec-
tion 5.2.2) and large ice sheets covering northern Europe and North 
America. This can be used to evaluate climate models (Braconnot et 
al. (2012b); see Sections 9.7 and 10.8) and to estimate ECS from the 
combined use of proxy information and simulations (Section 5.3.3.2).

5.3.3.1 Last Glacial Maximum Climate

Since AR4, synthesis of proxy LGM temperature estimates was com-
pleted for SST (MARGO Project Members, 2009), and for land SAT 
(Bartlein et al., 2011) (Box 5.1, Figure 1). The Multiproxy Approach 
for the Reconstruction of the Glacial Ocean Surface (MARGO) SST 

 synthesis expanded earlier work (CLIMAP Project Members, 1976, 
1981; Sarnthein et al., 2003a; Sarnthein et al., 2003b) by using multiple 
proxies (Table 5.2). The land SAT synthesis is based on pollen data, 
following the Cooperative Holocene Mapping Project (COHMAP Mem-
bers, 1988).

Climate models and proxy data consistently show that mean annual 
SST change (relative to pre-industrial) is largest in the mid-latitude 
North Atlantic (up to –10ºC), and the Mediterranean (about –6ºC) 
(MARGO Project Members, 2009, Box 5.1, Table 5.2). Warming and 
seasonally ice-free conditions are reconstructed, however, in the north-
eastern North Atlantic, in the eastern Nordic Seas and north Pacific, 
albeit with large uncertainty because of the different interpretation of 
proxy data (de Vernal et al., 2006). SAT reconstructions generally shows 
year-round cooling, with regional exceptions such as Alaska (Bartlein 
et al., 2011). Modelling studies show how atmospheric dynamics influ-
enced by ice sheets affect regional temperature patterns in the North 

Figure 3(a) Comparison between CloudSat (blue dots with 2σ standard deviation bars) and MRR (red solid line 
with shaded area representing a 95 % confidence interval) for the 17 February 2016 precipitation event at the 
DDU station. (b) Same as panel (a) for the 20 March 2016 event at the DDU station. 

https://tc.copernicus.org/articles/13/943/2019/
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Box 5.2, Figure 1 |  Schematic illustration of multiple interactions between ice sheets, solid earth and the climate system which can drive internal variability and 
affect the coupled ice sheet–climate response to external forcings on time scales of months to millions of years. The inlay figure represents a typical height profile of 
atmospheric temperature and moisture in the troposphere.
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Box 5.2 (continued)

5.3.3 Last Glacial Maximum and Equilibrium 
Climate Sensitivity

The LGM is characterized by a large temperature response (Section 
5.3.3.1) to relatively well-defined radiative perturbations (Section 
5.2), linked to atmospheric CO2 concentration around 200 ppm (Sec-
tion 5.2.2) and large ice sheets covering northern Europe and North 
America. This can be used to evaluate climate models (Braconnot et 
al. (2012b); see Sections 9.7 and 10.8) and to estimate ECS from the 
combined use of proxy information and simulations (Section 5.3.3.2).

5.3.3.1 Last Glacial Maximum Climate

Since AR4, synthesis of proxy LGM temperature estimates was com-
pleted for SST (MARGO Project Members, 2009), and for land SAT 
(Bartlein et al., 2011) (Box 5.1, Figure 1). The Multiproxy Approach 
for the Reconstruction of the Glacial Ocean Surface (MARGO) SST 

 synthesis expanded earlier work (CLIMAP Project Members, 1976, 
1981; Sarnthein et al., 2003a; Sarnthein et al., 2003b) by using multiple 
proxies (Table 5.2). The land SAT synthesis is based on pollen data, 
following the Cooperative Holocene Mapping Project (COHMAP Mem-
bers, 1988).

Climate models and proxy data consistently show that mean annual 
SST change (relative to pre-industrial) is largest in the mid-latitude 
North Atlantic (up to –10ºC), and the Mediterranean (about –6ºC) 
(MARGO Project Members, 2009, Box 5.1, Table 5.2). Warming and 
seasonally ice-free conditions are reconstructed, however, in the north-
eastern North Atlantic, in the eastern Nordic Seas and north Pacific, 
albeit with large uncertainty because of the different interpretation of 
proxy data (de Vernal et al., 2006). SAT reconstructions generally shows 
year-round cooling, with regional exceptions such as Alaska (Bartlein 
et al., 2011). Modelling studies show how atmospheric dynamics influ-
enced by ice sheets affect regional temperature patterns in the North 

Below snow line, 
rain instead of snow

Figure 3(a) Comparison between CloudSat (blue dots with 2σ standard deviation bars) and MRR (red solid line 
with shaded area representing a 95 % confidence interval) for the 17 February 2016 precipitation event at the 
DDU station. (b) Same as panel (a) for the 20 March 2016 event at the DDU station. 

https://tc.copernicus.org/articles/13/943/2019/
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Box 5.2, Figure 1 |  Schematic illustration of multiple interactions between ice sheets, solid earth and the climate system which can drive internal variability and 
affect the coupled ice sheet–climate response to external forcings on time scales of months to millions of years. The inlay figure represents a typical height profile of 
atmospheric temperature and moisture in the troposphere.
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Box 5.2 (continued)

5.3.3 Last Glacial Maximum and Equilibrium 
Climate Sensitivity

The LGM is characterized by a large temperature response (Section 
5.3.3.1) to relatively well-defined radiative perturbations (Section 
5.2), linked to atmospheric CO2 concentration around 200 ppm (Sec-
tion 5.2.2) and large ice sheets covering northern Europe and North 
America. This can be used to evaluate climate models (Braconnot et 
al. (2012b); see Sections 9.7 and 10.8) and to estimate ECS from the 
combined use of proxy information and simulations (Section 5.3.3.2).

5.3.3.1 Last Glacial Maximum Climate

Since AR4, synthesis of proxy LGM temperature estimates was com-
pleted for SST (MARGO Project Members, 2009), and for land SAT 
(Bartlein et al., 2011) (Box 5.1, Figure 1). The Multiproxy Approach 
for the Reconstruction of the Glacial Ocean Surface (MARGO) SST 

 synthesis expanded earlier work (CLIMAP Project Members, 1976, 
1981; Sarnthein et al., 2003a; Sarnthein et al., 2003b) by using multiple 
proxies (Table 5.2). The land SAT synthesis is based on pollen data, 
following the Cooperative Holocene Mapping Project (COHMAP Mem-
bers, 1988).

Climate models and proxy data consistently show that mean annual 
SST change (relative to pre-industrial) is largest in the mid-latitude 
North Atlantic (up to –10ºC), and the Mediterranean (about –6ºC) 
(MARGO Project Members, 2009, Box 5.1, Table 5.2). Warming and 
seasonally ice-free conditions are reconstructed, however, in the north-
eastern North Atlantic, in the eastern Nordic Seas and north Pacific, 
albeit with large uncertainty because of the different interpretation of 
proxy data (de Vernal et al., 2006). SAT reconstructions generally shows 
year-round cooling, with regional exceptions such as Alaska (Bartlein 
et al., 2011). Modelling studies show how atmospheric dynamics influ-
enced by ice sheets affect regional temperature patterns in the North 

The elevation-
desert effect

Below snow line, 
rain instead of snow

Figure 3(a) Comparison between CloudSat (blue dots with 2σ standard deviation bars) and MRR (red solid line 
with shaded area representing a 95 % confidence interval) for the 17 February 2016 precipitation event at the 
DDU station. (b) Same as panel (a) for the 20 March 2016 event at the DDU station. 

https://tc.copernicus.org/articles/13/943/2019/
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Box 5.2, Figure 1 |  Schematic illustration of multiple interactions between ice sheets, solid earth and the climate system which can drive internal variability and 
affect the coupled ice sheet–climate response to external forcings on time scales of months to millions of years. The inlay figure represents a typical height profile of 
atmospheric temperature and moisture in the troposphere.
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Box 5.2 (continued)

5.3.3 Last Glacial Maximum and Equilibrium 
Climate Sensitivity

The LGM is characterized by a large temperature response (Section 
5.3.3.1) to relatively well-defined radiative perturbations (Section 
5.2), linked to atmospheric CO2 concentration around 200 ppm (Sec-
tion 5.2.2) and large ice sheets covering northern Europe and North 
America. This can be used to evaluate climate models (Braconnot et 
al. (2012b); see Sections 9.7 and 10.8) and to estimate ECS from the 
combined use of proxy information and simulations (Section 5.3.3.2).

5.3.3.1 Last Glacial Maximum Climate

Since AR4, synthesis of proxy LGM temperature estimates was com-
pleted for SST (MARGO Project Members, 2009), and for land SAT 
(Bartlein et al., 2011) (Box 5.1, Figure 1). The Multiproxy Approach 
for the Reconstruction of the Glacial Ocean Surface (MARGO) SST 

 synthesis expanded earlier work (CLIMAP Project Members, 1976, 
1981; Sarnthein et al., 2003a; Sarnthein et al., 2003b) by using multiple 
proxies (Table 5.2). The land SAT synthesis is based on pollen data, 
following the Cooperative Holocene Mapping Project (COHMAP Mem-
bers, 1988).

Climate models and proxy data consistently show that mean annual 
SST change (relative to pre-industrial) is largest in the mid-latitude 
North Atlantic (up to –10ºC), and the Mediterranean (about –6ºC) 
(MARGO Project Members, 2009, Box 5.1, Table 5.2). Warming and 
seasonally ice-free conditions are reconstructed, however, in the north-
eastern North Atlantic, in the eastern Nordic Seas and north Pacific, 
albeit with large uncertainty because of the different interpretation of 
proxy data (de Vernal et al., 2006). SAT reconstructions generally shows 
year-round cooling, with regional exceptions such as Alaska (Bartlein 
et al., 2011). Modelling studies show how atmospheric dynamics influ-
enced by ice sheets affect regional temperature patterns in the North 

The elevation-
desert effect

Below snow line, 
rain instead of snow

(Lemonnier et al. 2019)

Maximum snow accumulation 
occurs at intermediate heights

Figure 3(a) Comparison between CloudSat (blue dots with 2σ standard deviation bars) and MRR (red solid line 
with shaded area representing a 95 % confidence interval) for the 17 February 2016 precipitation event at the 
DDU station. (b) Same as panel (a) for the 20 March 2016 event at the DDU station. 

https://tc.copernicus.org/articles/13/943/2019/
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Figure 3. Temperature history according to calibrated isotope curve, corrected for elevation 
changes. The data have been smoothed with a 250-year triangular filter so that the effect of 
different elevation corrections, corresponding to different marginal retreat distances, can be seen. 

show a moderately higher gas content during the glacial 
period, after correcting for temperature (E. Brook, pers. 
comm., 1995). The GRIP data of Raynaud and col- 
leagues likewise show a large decrease in gas content 
during deglaciation, and in addition show a sizable gas 
content increase from early to late Holocene [Raynaud 
et al., this issue]. If elevation changes of the ice sheet are 
responsible for these trends, then the ice sheet surface 
must have been at lower elevation during the glacial, 
have risen during deglaciation, and have decreased ele- 
vation again through the Holocene. This pattern com- 
pares best with our elevation curves for marginal retreat 
distances of 100 to 150 km. However, problems with in- 
terpretation of total gas content as elevation preclude a 
firm conclusion at this time. 

Temperature 

Before examining the temperature results, the reader 
should appreciate two important points. First, It is 
unlikely that a single relationship between 5•sO and 
Greenland surface temperature exists, due to the many 
factors that affect the isotopic composition of firn in ad- 
dition to local temperature (these factors are listed and 
references are cited in Cuffey et al. [1995] and Peel et 
al. [1988]). Further, these factors depend on the climate 
and are likely to vary in importance from one climate 
state to another. Therefore, rather than choosing a sin- 
gle time-invariant isotope/temperature relationship to 

calibrate (as do Johnsen et al. [1995]), we divide the 
isotopic history into four periods and allow the calibra- 
tion to be different in each (see discussion of surface 
temperature forcing in the Model Components section 
of this paper). 

Second, to facilitate use of our calibration by other 
researchers, we choose to calibrate the GISP2 8•'O raw 
data as given by Grootes et al. [1993] and $tuiver et 
al. [1995] without any corrections for changes in sea- 
water isotopic composition. This does not noticeably af- 
fect the magnitude of the inferred temperature changes. 
The magnitude of the inferred temperature changes is 
determined by the borehole temperature analysis and 
the shape of the 5•sO history, and is independent of the 
absolute magnitude of the changes in 5•SO. Because 
sea-water composition and Greenland ice composition 
are strongly correlated through time, the result of cal- 
ibrating a sea-water-corrected isotope history is there- 
fore different calibration coefficients in equations (16a) 
to (16d), not a different temperature history. The only 
exception at GISP2 is the earliest part of the Holocene 
(see below), to which the borehole temperatures are not 
particularly sensitive. 

We have found the calibrated 5•80 record to be a 
good proxy for environmental temperature at Summit 
[Cuffey et al., 1995], with the following calibration (t in 
kiloyears before present): 

T- 3.055•80 + 75.4 t > 8 (16a) 
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melt at the margins of the ice sheet may not be balanced • 7- 
by increased accumulation in the interior. This conclu- sion could be made stronger if it were shown that the ac- o 
cumulation rate variations at GISP2 accurately reflect 
accumulation rate variations averaged over a large por- 
tion of the ice sheet surface. Another implication is that 
accumulation rate cannot be used as a thermometer at 
these timescales. Note that this result is independent 
of the assumption that •80 is a good thermometer, ._• 
because cooling in the late Holocene is clearly seen in 1=: 6- 
borehole temperatures [Cuffey et al., 1995; Dahl-Jensen 
and Johnsen, 1986; Cuffey et al. 1992] coincident with 0 
rising accumulation rates at GISP2. 

1 

1 

Glacial Accumulation Rates 

The accumulation rate at Summit was substantially 
less during the last glacial period and changed abruptly 
at climate transitions [Alley et al., 1993; Meese et al., 
1994; Dahl-Jensen et al., 1993]. The abrupt changes 
are a robust result, because vertical gradients in cumu- 
lative strain are small, except possibly very close to the 
bed or in pure shear regimes where boudinage is pos- 
sible [Cunningham and Waddington, 1990]. However, 
inferences of the average accumulation rates are sen- 
sitive to the dynamic history of the ice sheet, includ- 
ing thickness changes and changes in ice sheet surface 
curvature. Cutler et al. [1995] made a good first at- 
tempt at interpreting layer thicknesses while allowing 
for thickness changes. They found average glacial max- 
imum accumulation rates (from 15 to 30 kyr B.P.) of 
6.3 to 7.7 cm yr -•, for marginal retreat distances of 
0 to 100 kin. We bring two further developments to 
this pursuit: our thickness history includes the effects 
of temperature change and approximated nonthermal 
rheologic changes, and we allow for some nonsteady ice 
sheet geometry, in the inland response to marginal re- 
treat. These additions result in lower inferred accumu- 
lation rates, and reduced sensitivity of the inferred rates 
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Figure 5. Accumulation rate histories for different 
marginal retreat distances. 
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Figure 6. The accumulation rate averaged over the 
last glacial maximum (15 to 32 kyr B.P.). Error bars 
correspond to maximum plausible changes in the func- 
tion s(z). The total uncertainty may be much larger 
than these. 

to the choice of AL. We find the average accumulation 
rate to have been 5.4 to 6.9 cm yr -• for AL of 25 to 
200 kin, respectively (Figures 5 and 6). These agree well 
with the results of Bolzan et al. (submitted manuscript, 
1996) which correspond to small AL cases. We suspect 
that the Cutler et al. calculations over-predict for two 
reasons. First, they do not include the thinning of the 
ice sheet due to the penetration of Holocene warmth 
to the ice sheet bed. Second, they force the extra ver- 
tical velocity associated with marginal-retreat-induced 
thinning to be ascribed to higher accumulation rates, 
because their ice sheet profile is always a steady state 
one. Nonetheless, our results are comparable and differ 
from theirs by less than 1 cm yr -• for small marginal 
retreats, and by less than 3 cm yr -• for large marginal 
retreats. Likewise, our results are within 1 to 3 cm yr -• 
of the original Alley et al. [1993] constant-thickness re- 
suits, for large to small AL, respectively, and within 3 
cm yr- • of the values implied by equation (2) of Johnsen 
et al. [1995]. 

A larger uncertainty than the one due to AL in this 
analysis results from poor knowledge of how vertical 
strain rates vary with depth in nature. Measurement of 
this deformation at GISP2 will be an important devel- 
opment that will lead to revised accumulation histories. 

Conclusion 

During the last glacial maximum, central Greenland's 
climate was severely cold and dry, with average surface 
temperatures of-50øto-55 øC and accumulation rates 
of 5.5 to 7 cm yr -•. The sensitivity of Greenland's cli- 

higher accumulation rate in warmer climates

10.3 Processes 151

freezing, accumulation turns into rain which may flow off the ice sheet as
runoff, reducing accumulation. Surface ablation (red) is essentially zero
for cold temperature, rapidly increasing for higher temperatures. The net
accumulation (green) therefore initially increases with temperature, and
then rapidly decreases. It is generally believed that Antarctica is in the
regime corresponding to an increase in net accumulation with temperature,
while Greenland is in the regime where net accumulation decreases with
temperature, although West Antarctica may be in a negative mass balance
during the past few decades.

Figure 10.2: Schematic of accumulation, surface ablation and net surface
mass balance as function of temperature.

Melt ponds and albedo feedback.

Summer melting of an ice sheet can be accelerated by the formation of
melt ponds (also referred to as supraglacial lakes) shown in the image on
the title page of this chapter. These ponds can develop in response to a
larger PDD distribution in a warmer climate, and have a low albedo (⇠0.1),
significantly less than that of snow (⇠0.8) or ice (⇠0.5). The low albedo
leads to SW absorption, further melting, and further growth of the melt
ponds.

Cuffey and Clow 1997, JGR
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Figure 48: Temperature-precipitation feedback in the news... [35]

8.8.4 Isostatic adjustment

Ice density is roughly a 1
3 of the earth interior density. Ice sheets therefore sink into the crust roughly a 1

3 of their
height, and this process is referred to as the “isostatic adjustment” (Fig. 49).

This adjustment process is not immediate and there is a time scale of a few thousands of years involved. Let
us derive an equation for an ice sheet evolution including the isostatic adjustment effect (Oerlemans [39]; Pollard
[50, 48, 49]). Start with a simple relation of a Glenn’s law type between the vertical average velocity of the ice
sheet and the shear stress at the bottom

u = B~⌧mb

In principle, B is a function of the temperature, and m might change depending on sliding conditions at the
base of the glacier (frozen/ melted), but let us assume they are both constant. We can show, based on similar
arguments to those used for deriving the parabolic glacier geometry, that

~⌧b = ⇢icegh
@h⇤

@y

where h is the ice thickness and h⇤ = h + h0 is the ice surface elevation, and where h0 is the elevation of the
bedrock above some reference level (Fig. 50).

Now, the (1 dimensional) mass continuity of the glacier is simply

@h

@t
=

@

@y
(hu) +G(h, y, t)

where G(h, y, t) is the net accumulation-ablation. Substituting the above expression for the velocity
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which may be written as a nonlinear diffusion process

@h

@t
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@

@y
(D(h)

@

@y
(h+ h0)) +G(h, y, t)

D(h) = hm+1(
@

@y
(h+ h0))m�1 (34)

Now, the flow within the upper part of the earth interior (lithosphere...) can be modeled as an adjustment to
perturbations introduced due to the ice sheet load that penetrates down into the lithosphere to a depth rh where
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Figure 3. Temperature history according to calibrated isotope curve, corrected for elevation 
changes. The data have been smoothed with a 250-year triangular filter so that the effect of 
different elevation corrections, corresponding to different marginal retreat distances, can be seen. 

show a moderately higher gas content during the glacial 
period, after correcting for temperature (E. Brook, pers. 
comm., 1995). The GRIP data of Raynaud and col- 
leagues likewise show a large decrease in gas content 
during deglaciation, and in addition show a sizable gas 
content increase from early to late Holocene [Raynaud 
et al., this issue]. If elevation changes of the ice sheet are 
responsible for these trends, then the ice sheet surface 
must have been at lower elevation during the glacial, 
have risen during deglaciation, and have decreased ele- 
vation again through the Holocene. This pattern com- 
pares best with our elevation curves for marginal retreat 
distances of 100 to 150 km. However, problems with in- 
terpretation of total gas content as elevation preclude a 
firm conclusion at this time. 

Temperature 

Before examining the temperature results, the reader 
should appreciate two important points. First, It is 
unlikely that a single relationship between 5•sO and 
Greenland surface temperature exists, due to the many 
factors that affect the isotopic composition of firn in ad- 
dition to local temperature (these factors are listed and 
references are cited in Cuffey et al. [1995] and Peel et 
al. [1988]). Further, these factors depend on the climate 
and are likely to vary in importance from one climate 
state to another. Therefore, rather than choosing a sin- 
gle time-invariant isotope/temperature relationship to 

calibrate (as do Johnsen et al. [1995]), we divide the 
isotopic history into four periods and allow the calibra- 
tion to be different in each (see discussion of surface 
temperature forcing in the Model Components section 
of this paper). 

Second, to facilitate use of our calibration by other 
researchers, we choose to calibrate the GISP2 8•'O raw 
data as given by Grootes et al. [1993] and $tuiver et 
al. [1995] without any corrections for changes in sea- 
water isotopic composition. This does not noticeably af- 
fect the magnitude of the inferred temperature changes. 
The magnitude of the inferred temperature changes is 
determined by the borehole temperature analysis and 
the shape of the 5•sO history, and is independent of the 
absolute magnitude of the changes in 5•SO. Because 
sea-water composition and Greenland ice composition 
are strongly correlated through time, the result of cal- 
ibrating a sea-water-corrected isotope history is there- 
fore different calibration coefficients in equations (16a) 
to (16d), not a different temperature history. The only 
exception at GISP2 is the earliest part of the Holocene 
(see below), to which the borehole temperatures are not 
particularly sensitive. 

We have found the calibrated 5•80 record to be a 
good proxy for environmental temperature at Summit 
[Cuffey et al., 1995], with the following calibration (t in 
kiloyears before present): 

T- 3.055•80 + 75.4 t > 8 (16a) 
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are a robust result, because vertical gradients in cumu- 
lative strain are small, except possibly very close to the 
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Figure 6. The accumulation rate averaged over the 
last glacial maximum (15 to 32 kyr B.P.). Error bars 
correspond to maximum plausible changes in the func- 
tion s(z). The total uncertainty may be much larger 
than these. 

to the choice of AL. We find the average accumulation 
rate to have been 5.4 to 6.9 cm yr -• for AL of 25 to 
200 kin, respectively (Figures 5 and 6). These agree well 
with the results of Bolzan et al. (submitted manuscript, 
1996) which correspond to small AL cases. We suspect 
that the Cutler et al. calculations over-predict for two 
reasons. First, they do not include the thinning of the 
ice sheet due to the penetration of Holocene warmth 
to the ice sheet bed. Second, they force the extra ver- 
tical velocity associated with marginal-retreat-induced 
thinning to be ascribed to higher accumulation rates, 
because their ice sheet profile is always a steady state 
one. Nonetheless, our results are comparable and differ 
from theirs by less than 1 cm yr -• for small marginal 
retreats, and by less than 3 cm yr -• for large marginal 
retreats. Likewise, our results are within 1 to 3 cm yr -• 
of the original Alley et al. [1993] constant-thickness re- 
suits, for large to small AL, respectively, and within 3 
cm yr- • of the values implied by equation (2) of Johnsen 
et al. [1995]. 

A larger uncertainty than the one due to AL in this 
analysis results from poor knowledge of how vertical 
strain rates vary with depth in nature. Measurement of 
this deformation at GISP2 will be an important devel- 
opment that will lead to revised accumulation histories. 

Conclusion 

During the last glacial maximum, central Greenland's 
climate was severely cold and dry, with average surface 
temperatures of-50øto-55 øC and accumulation rates 
of 5.5 to 7 cm yr -•. The sensitivity of Greenland's cli- 
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freezing, accumulation turns into rain which may flow off the ice sheet as
runoff, reducing accumulation. Surface ablation (red) is essentially zero
for cold temperature, rapidly increasing for higher temperatures. The net
accumulation (green) therefore initially increases with temperature, and
then rapidly decreases. It is generally believed that Antarctica is in the
regime corresponding to an increase in net accumulation with temperature,
while Greenland is in the regime where net accumulation decreases with
temperature, although West Antarctica may be in a negative mass balance
during the past few decades.

Figure 10.2: Schematic of accumulation, surface ablation and net surface
mass balance as function of temperature.

Melt ponds and albedo feedback.

Summer melting of an ice sheet can be accelerated by the formation of
melt ponds (also referred to as supraglacial lakes) shown in the image on
the title page of this chapter. These ponds can develop in response to a
larger PDD distribution in a warmer climate, and have a low albedo (⇠0.1),
significantly less than that of snow (⇠0.8) or ice (⇠0.5). The low albedo
leads to SW absorption, further melting, and further growth of the melt
ponds.

Cuffey and Clow 1997, JGR
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Ablation 
Surface melting/ sublimation/ positive degree days

Melting and sublimation occur mostly during summer, when the 
surface air temperature is higher than the melting temperature  

The positive degree day empirical fit to surface melting provides a 
simple way to estimate total melting over a year: 

Melting (m/year) = (factor) x (sum of daily mean surface air  
                                            temperatures above 0, over one year)

PDD = ∑
i

(Ti − Tm)ℋ(Ti − Tm)

Temperature at day i
Melting temperature

Heaviside function  
[H(x)=0 for x<0, 1 otherwise]

Example: daily temperatures=[−5, 2, 4] ⇒ PDD=6

Sum over all days in a year

PDD
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4

4.4.2.1.1 Mass budget method 

The mass budget method (see Glossary) relies on estimating the dif-
ference between net surface balance over the ice sheet (input) and 
perimeter ice discharge flux (output). This method requires compari-
son of two very large numbers, and even small percentage errors in 
either may result in large errors in total mass balance. For ice discharge, 
perimeter fluxes are calculated from measurements of ice velocity and 
ice thickness at the grounding line. Knowledge of perimeter fluxes 
has improved significantly since AR4 for both ice sheets (Rignot et al., 
2011b) as a result of more complete ice-thickness data (Bamber et 
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Figure 4.13 |  Key variable related to the determination of the Greenland ice sheet mass changes. (a) Mean surface mass balance for 1989–2004 from regional atmospheric climate 
modelling (Ettema et al., 2009). (b) Ice sheet velocity for 2007–2009 determined from satellite data, showing fastest flow in red, fast flow in blue and slower flow in green and 
yellow (Rignot and Mouginot, 2012). (c) Changes in ice sheet surface elevation for 2003–2008 determined from ICESat altimetry, with elevation decrease in red to increase in blue 
(Pritchard et al., 2009). (d, e) Temporal evolution of ice loss determined from GRACE time-variable gravity, shown in centimetres of water per year for the periods (a) 2003–2012, 
(b) 2003–2006 and (c) 2006–2012, colour coded red (loss) to blue (gain) (Velicogna, 2009). Fields shown in (a) and (b) are used together with ice thickness (see Figure 4.18) in 
the mass budget method.

al., 2013; Fretwell et al., 2013) and velocity data from satellite radar 
 interferometry and other techniques (Joughin et al., 2010b; Rignot et 
al., 2011a). However, incomplete ice thickness mapping still causes 
uncertainties in ice discharge of 2 to 15% in Antarctica (Rignot et al., 
2008b) and 10% in Greenland (Howat et al., 2011; Rignot et al., 2011c).

Regional atmospheric climate models (see Glossary) verified using 
independent in situ data are increasingly preferred to produce esti-
mates of surface mass balance over models that are recalibrated or 
corrected with in situ data (Box et al., 2009), downscaling of global 
re-analysis data (see Glossary) (Hanna et al., 2011), or interpolation of 
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modelling (Ettema et al., 2009). (b) Ice sheet velocity for 2007–2009 determined from satellite data, showing fastest flow in red, fast flow in blue and slower flow in green and 
yellow (Rignot and Mouginot, 2012). (c) Changes in ice sheet surface elevation for 2003–2008 determined from ICESat altimetry, with elevation decrease in red to increase in blue 
(Pritchard et al., 2009). (d, e) Temporal evolution of ice loss determined from GRACE time-variable gravity, shown in centimetres of water per year for the periods (a) 2003–2012, 
(b) 2003–2006 and (c) 2006–2012, colour coded red (loss) to blue (gain) (Velicogna, 2009). Fields shown in (a) and (b) are used together with ice thickness (see Figure 4.18) in 
the mass budget method.

al., 2013; Fretwell et al., 2013) and velocity data from satellite radar 
 interferometry and other techniques (Joughin et al., 2010b; Rignot et 
al., 2011a). However, incomplete ice thickness mapping still causes 
uncertainties in ice discharge of 2 to 15% in Antarctica (Rignot et al., 
2008b) and 10% in Greenland (Howat et al., 2011; Rignot et al., 2011c).

Regional atmospheric climate models (see Glossary) verified using 
independent in situ data are increasingly preferred to produce esti-
mates of surface mass balance over models that are recalibrated or 
corrected with in situ data (Box et al., 2009), downscaling of global 
re-analysis data (see Glossary) (Hanna et al., 2011), or interpolation of 
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4.4.2.1.1 Mass budget method 

The mass budget method (see Glossary) relies on estimating the dif-
ference between net surface balance over the ice sheet (input) and 
perimeter ice discharge flux (output). This method requires compari-
son of two very large numbers, and even small percentage errors in 
either may result in large errors in total mass balance. For ice discharge, 
perimeter fluxes are calculated from measurements of ice velocity and 
ice thickness at the grounding line. Knowledge of perimeter fluxes 
has improved significantly since AR4 for both ice sheets (Rignot et al., 
2011b) as a result of more complete ice-thickness data (Bamber et 
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Figure 4.13 |  Key variable related to the determination of the Greenland ice sheet mass changes. (a) Mean surface mass balance for 1989–2004 from regional atmospheric climate 
modelling (Ettema et al., 2009). (b) Ice sheet velocity for 2007–2009 determined from satellite data, showing fastest flow in red, fast flow in blue and slower flow in green and 
yellow (Rignot and Mouginot, 2012). (c) Changes in ice sheet surface elevation for 2003–2008 determined from ICESat altimetry, with elevation decrease in red to increase in blue 
(Pritchard et al., 2009). (d, e) Temporal evolution of ice loss determined from GRACE time-variable gravity, shown in centimetres of water per year for the periods (a) 2003–2012, 
(b) 2003–2006 and (c) 2006–2012, colour coded red (loss) to blue (gain) (Velicogna, 2009). Fields shown in (a) and (b) are used together with ice thickness (see Figure 4.18) in 
the mass budget method.

al., 2013; Fretwell et al., 2013) and velocity data from satellite radar 
 interferometry and other techniques (Joughin et al., 2010b; Rignot et 
al., 2011a). However, incomplete ice thickness mapping still causes 
uncertainties in ice discharge of 2 to 15% in Antarctica (Rignot et al., 
2008b) and 10% in Greenland (Howat et al., 2011; Rignot et al., 2011c).

Regional atmospheric climate models (see Glossary) verified using 
independent in situ data are increasingly preferred to produce esti-
mates of surface mass balance over models that are recalibrated or 
corrected with in situ data (Box et al., 2009), downscaling of global 
re-analysis data (see Glossary) (Hanna et al., 2011), or interpolation of 

Figure 4.13 | Key variable related to the determination of the Greenland ice sheet mass changes. (c) Changes in 
ice sheet surface elevation for 2003–2008 determined from ICESat altimetry, with elevation decrease in red to 
increase in blue (Pritchard et al., 2009). (d) Temporal evolution of ice loss determined from GRACE time-variable 
gravity, shown in cm of water per year for 2003–2012, color coded red (loss) to blue (gain) (Velicogna, 2009).
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Figure 4.14 |  Key fields relating to the determination of Antarctica ice sheet mass changes. (a) Mean surface mass balance for 1989–2004 from regional atmospheric climate 
modelling (van den Broeke et al., 2006). (b) Ice sheet velocity for 2007–2009 determined from satellite data, showing fastest flow in red, fast flow in blue, and slower flow in green 
and yellow (Rignot et al., 2011a). (c) Changes in ice sheet surface elevation for 2003–2008 determined from ICESat altimetry, with elevation decrease in red to increase in blue 
(Pritchard et al., 2009). (d, e) Temporal evolution of ice loss determined from GRACE time-variable gravity, shown in centimetres of water per year for the periods (a) 2003–2012, 
(b) 2003–2006 and (c) 2006–2012, colour coded red (loss) to blue (gain) (Velicogna, 2009). Fields shown in (a) and (b) are used together with ice thickness (see Figure 4.18) in 
the mass budget method.

in situ measurements (Arthern et al., 2006; Bales et al., 2009). In Ant-
arctica, surface mass balance (excluding ice shelves) for 1979–2010 is 
estimated at 1983 ± 122 Gt yr–1 (van de Berg et al., 2006; Lenaerts et 
al., 2012) with interannual variability of 114 Gt yr–1 driven by snow-
fall variability (Figure 4.14). Comparison with 750 in situ observations 
indicates an overall uncertainty of 6% for total ice sheet mass balance, 
ranging from 5 to 20% for individual drainage basins (van de Berg et 
al., 2006; Rignot et al., 2008b; Lenaerts et al., 2012; Shepherd et al., 
2012). In Greenland, total snowfall (697 Gt yr–1) and rainfall (46 Gt 
yr–1) minus runoff (248 Gt yr–1) and evaporation/sublimation (26 Gt 
yr–1) yield a surface mass balance of 469 ± 82 Gt yr–1 for 1958–2007 
(Ettema et al., 2009). The 17% uncertainty is based on a comparison of 
model outputs with 350 in situ accumulation observations and, in the 
absence of runoff data, an imposed 20% uncertainty in runoff (Howat 
et al., 2011). Interannual variability in surface mass balance is large 
(107 Gt yr–1) due to the out-of-phase relationship between the vari-
ability in precipitation (78 Gt yr–1) and runoff (67 Gt yr–1). 

4.4.2.1.2 Repeated altimetry

Repeated altimetric survey allows measurement of rates of sur-
face-elevation change, and after various corrections (for changes in 
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snow density and bed elevation; or if the ice is floating, for tides and 
sea level) reveals changes in ice sheet mass. Satellite radar  altimetry 
(SRALT) has been widely used (Thomas et al., 2008b; Wingham et 
al., 2009), as has laser altimetry from airplanes (Krabill et al., 2002; 
Thomas et al., 2009) and satellites (Pritchard et al., 2009; Abdalati et 
al., 2010; Sorensen et al., 2011; Zwally et al., 2011). Both radar and 
laser methods have significant challenges. The field-of-view of early 
SRALT sensors was ~20 km in diameter, and as a consequence, inter-
pretation of the data they acquired over ice sheets with undulating 
surfaces or significant slopes was complex. Also, for radar altimeters, 
estimates are affected by penetration of the radar signal below the 
surface, which depends on characteristics such as snow density and 
wetness, and by wide orbit separation (Thomas et al., 2008b). Errors 
in surface-elevation change are typically determined from the internal 
consistency of the  measurements, often after iterative removal of sur-
face elevation-change values that exceed some multiple of the local 
value of their standard deviation; this results in very small error esti-
mates (Zwally et al., 2005). 

Laser altimeters have been used from aircraft for many years, but satel-
lite laser altimetry, available for the first time from NASA’s ICESat satel-
lite launched in 2003, has provided many new results since AR4. Laser 
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Figure 4.14 |  Key fields relating to the determination of Antarctica ice sheet mass changes. (a) Mean surface mass balance for 1989–2004 from regional atmospheric climate 
modelling (van den Broeke et al., 2006). (b) Ice sheet velocity for 2007–2009 determined from satellite data, showing fastest flow in red, fast flow in blue, and slower flow in green 
and yellow (Rignot et al., 2011a). (c) Changes in ice sheet surface elevation for 2003–2008 determined from ICESat altimetry, with elevation decrease in red to increase in blue 
(Pritchard et al., 2009). (d, e) Temporal evolution of ice loss determined from GRACE time-variable gravity, shown in centimetres of water per year for the periods (a) 2003–2012, 
(b) 2003–2006 and (c) 2006–2012, colour coded red (loss) to blue (gain) (Velicogna, 2009). Fields shown in (a) and (b) are used together with ice thickness (see Figure 4.18) in 
the mass budget method.

in situ measurements (Arthern et al., 2006; Bales et al., 2009). In Ant-
arctica, surface mass balance (excluding ice shelves) for 1979–2010 is 
estimated at 1983 ± 122 Gt yr–1 (van de Berg et al., 2006; Lenaerts et 
al., 2012) with interannual variability of 114 Gt yr–1 driven by snow-
fall variability (Figure 4.14). Comparison with 750 in situ observations 
indicates an overall uncertainty of 6% for total ice sheet mass balance, 
ranging from 5 to 20% for individual drainage basins (van de Berg et 
al., 2006; Rignot et al., 2008b; Lenaerts et al., 2012; Shepherd et al., 
2012). In Greenland, total snowfall (697 Gt yr–1) and rainfall (46 Gt 
yr–1) minus runoff (248 Gt yr–1) and evaporation/sublimation (26 Gt 
yr–1) yield a surface mass balance of 469 ± 82 Gt yr–1 for 1958–2007 
(Ettema et al., 2009). The 17% uncertainty is based on a comparison of 
model outputs with 350 in situ accumulation observations and, in the 
absence of runoff data, an imposed 20% uncertainty in runoff (Howat 
et al., 2011). Interannual variability in surface mass balance is large 
(107 Gt yr–1) due to the out-of-phase relationship between the vari-
ability in precipitation (78 Gt yr–1) and runoff (67 Gt yr–1). 

4.4.2.1.2 Repeated altimetry

Repeated altimetric survey allows measurement of rates of sur-
face-elevation change, and after various corrections (for changes in 
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snow density and bed elevation; or if the ice is floating, for tides and 
sea level) reveals changes in ice sheet mass. Satellite radar  altimetry 
(SRALT) has been widely used (Thomas et al., 2008b; Wingham et 
al., 2009), as has laser altimetry from airplanes (Krabill et al., 2002; 
Thomas et al., 2009) and satellites (Pritchard et al., 2009; Abdalati et 
al., 2010; Sorensen et al., 2011; Zwally et al., 2011). Both radar and 
laser methods have significant challenges. The field-of-view of early 
SRALT sensors was ~20 km in diameter, and as a consequence, inter-
pretation of the data they acquired over ice sheets with undulating 
surfaces or significant slopes was complex. Also, for radar altimeters, 
estimates are affected by penetration of the radar signal below the 
surface, which depends on characteristics such as snow density and 
wetness, and by wide orbit separation (Thomas et al., 2008b). Errors 
in surface-elevation change are typically determined from the internal 
consistency of the  measurements, often after iterative removal of sur-
face elevation-change values that exceed some multiple of the local 
value of their standard deviation; this results in very small error esti-
mates (Zwally et al., 2005). 

Laser altimeters have been used from aircraft for many years, but satel-
lite laser altimetry, available for the first time from NASA’s ICESat satel-
lite launched in 2003, has provided many new results since AR4. Laser 
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Figure 4.14 |  Key fields relating to the determination of Antarctica ice sheet mass changes. (a) Mean surface mass balance for 1989–2004 from regional atmospheric climate 
modelling (van den Broeke et al., 2006). (b) Ice sheet velocity for 2007–2009 determined from satellite data, showing fastest flow in red, fast flow in blue, and slower flow in green 
and yellow (Rignot et al., 2011a). (c) Changes in ice sheet surface elevation for 2003–2008 determined from ICESat altimetry, with elevation decrease in red to increase in blue 
(Pritchard et al., 2009). (d, e) Temporal evolution of ice loss determined from GRACE time-variable gravity, shown in centimetres of water per year for the periods (a) 2003–2012, 
(b) 2003–2006 and (c) 2006–2012, colour coded red (loss) to blue (gain) (Velicogna, 2009). Fields shown in (a) and (b) are used together with ice thickness (see Figure 4.18) in 
the mass budget method.

in situ measurements (Arthern et al., 2006; Bales et al., 2009). In Ant-
arctica, surface mass balance (excluding ice shelves) for 1979–2010 is 
estimated at 1983 ± 122 Gt yr–1 (van de Berg et al., 2006; Lenaerts et 
al., 2012) with interannual variability of 114 Gt yr–1 driven by snow-
fall variability (Figure 4.14). Comparison with 750 in situ observations 
indicates an overall uncertainty of 6% for total ice sheet mass balance, 
ranging from 5 to 20% for individual drainage basins (van de Berg et 
al., 2006; Rignot et al., 2008b; Lenaerts et al., 2012; Shepherd et al., 
2012). In Greenland, total snowfall (697 Gt yr–1) and rainfall (46 Gt 
yr–1) minus runoff (248 Gt yr–1) and evaporation/sublimation (26 Gt 
yr–1) yield a surface mass balance of 469 ± 82 Gt yr–1 for 1958–2007 
(Ettema et al., 2009). The 17% uncertainty is based on a comparison of 
model outputs with 350 in situ accumulation observations and, in the 
absence of runoff data, an imposed 20% uncertainty in runoff (Howat 
et al., 2011). Interannual variability in surface mass balance is large 
(107 Gt yr–1) due to the out-of-phase relationship between the vari-
ability in precipitation (78 Gt yr–1) and runoff (67 Gt yr–1). 

4.4.2.1.2 Repeated altimetry

Repeated altimetric survey allows measurement of rates of sur-
face-elevation change, and after various corrections (for changes in 
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snow density and bed elevation; or if the ice is floating, for tides and 
sea level) reveals changes in ice sheet mass. Satellite radar  altimetry 
(SRALT) has been widely used (Thomas et al., 2008b; Wingham et 
al., 2009), as has laser altimetry from airplanes (Krabill et al., 2002; 
Thomas et al., 2009) and satellites (Pritchard et al., 2009; Abdalati et 
al., 2010; Sorensen et al., 2011; Zwally et al., 2011). Both radar and 
laser methods have significant challenges. The field-of-view of early 
SRALT sensors was ~20 km in diameter, and as a consequence, inter-
pretation of the data they acquired over ice sheets with undulating 
surfaces or significant slopes was complex. Also, for radar altimeters, 
estimates are affected by penetration of the radar signal below the 
surface, which depends on characteristics such as snow density and 
wetness, and by wide orbit separation (Thomas et al., 2008b). Errors 
in surface-elevation change are typically determined from the internal 
consistency of the  measurements, often after iterative removal of sur-
face elevation-change values that exceed some multiple of the local 
value of their standard deviation; this results in very small error esti-
mates (Zwally et al., 2005). 

Laser altimeters have been used from aircraft for many years, but satel-
lite laser altimetry, available for the first time from NASA’s ICESat satel-
lite launched in 2003, has provided many new results since AR4. Laser 

Figure 4.14 | Key fields relating to the determination of Antarctica ice sheet mass changes. 
(c) Changes in ice sheet surface elevation for 2003–2008 determined from ICESat altimetry, 
with elevation decrease in red to increase in blue (Pritchard et al., 2009). (d) Temporal 
evolution of ice loss determined from GRACE time-variable gravity, shown in cm of water per 
year for 2003–2012, color coded red (loss) to blue (gain) (Velicogna, 2009).

Ablation: surface mass balance

IPCC AR5 2013
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Box 5.2, Figure 1 |  Schematic illustration of multiple interactions between ice sheets, solid earth and the climate system which can drive internal variability and 
affect the coupled ice sheet–climate response to external forcings on time scales of months to millions of years. The inlay figure represents a typical height profile of 
atmospheric temperature and moisture in the troposphere.
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Box 5.2 (continued)

5.3.3 Last Glacial Maximum and Equilibrium 
Climate Sensitivity

The LGM is characterized by a large temperature response (Section 
5.3.3.1) to relatively well-defined radiative perturbations (Section 
5.2), linked to atmospheric CO2 concentration around 200 ppm (Sec-
tion 5.2.2) and large ice sheets covering northern Europe and North 
America. This can be used to evaluate climate models (Braconnot et 
al. (2012b); see Sections 9.7 and 10.8) and to estimate ECS from the 
combined use of proxy information and simulations (Section 5.3.3.2).

5.3.3.1 Last Glacial Maximum Climate

Since AR4, synthesis of proxy LGM temperature estimates was com-
pleted for SST (MARGO Project Members, 2009), and for land SAT 
(Bartlein et al., 2011) (Box 5.1, Figure 1). The Multiproxy Approach 
for the Reconstruction of the Glacial Ocean Surface (MARGO) SST 

 synthesis expanded earlier work (CLIMAP Project Members, 1976, 
1981; Sarnthein et al., 2003a; Sarnthein et al., 2003b) by using multiple 
proxies (Table 5.2). The land SAT synthesis is based on pollen data, 
following the Cooperative Holocene Mapping Project (COHMAP Mem-
bers, 1988).

Climate models and proxy data consistently show that mean annual 
SST change (relative to pre-industrial) is largest in the mid-latitude 
North Atlantic (up to –10ºC), and the Mediterranean (about –6ºC) 
(MARGO Project Members, 2009, Box 5.1, Table 5.2). Warming and 
seasonally ice-free conditions are reconstructed, however, in the north-
eastern North Atlantic, in the eastern Nordic Seas and north Pacific, 
albeit with large uncertainty because of the different interpretation of 
proxy data (de Vernal et al., 2006). SAT reconstructions generally shows 
year-round cooling, with regional exceptions such as Alaska (Bartlein 
et al., 2011). Modelling studies show how atmospheric dynamics influ-
enced by ice sheets affect regional temperature patterns in the North 

Physical processes 
determining mass balance

Albedo

IPCC AR5 2013
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surface melting: albedo feedbacks

The surface temperature is largely 
controlled by the albedo (the 
surface reflectivity of sunlight). 

Positive melting-albedo 
feedback: The low albedo of 
melting ponds leads to more 
sunlight absorption, higher surface 
temperature, and enhanced melting. 

Biological albedo feedback: 
Algae in melting ponds can further 
darken the ice and reduce the 
albedo. Remote forest fires result in 
soot over the ice and albedo 
change.

Scientists retrieving samples from the Arctic Ocean in July, 2011. 
NASA/REUTERS. https://www.newsweek.com/ancient-ocean-temperatures-
wrong-unparalleled-climate-change-694434

https://twitter.com/capitalweather/status/1157352216279339008 

https://twitter.com/capitalweather/status/1157352216279339008
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The surface temperature is largely 
controlled by the albedo (the 
surface reflectivity of sunlight). 

Positive melting-albedo 
feedback: The low albedo of 
melting ponds leads to more 
sunlight absorption, higher surface 
temperature, and enhanced melting. 

Biological albedo feedback: 
Algae in melting ponds can further 
darken the ice and reduce the 
albedo. Remote forest fires result in 
soot over the ice and albedo 
change.

Scientists retrieving samples from the Arctic Ocean in July, 2011. 
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Box 5.2, Figure 1 |  Schematic illustration of multiple interactions between ice sheets, solid earth and the climate system which can drive internal variability and 
affect the coupled ice sheet–climate response to external forcings on time scales of months to millions of years. The inlay figure represents a typical height profile of 
atmospheric temperature and moisture in the troposphere.
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Box 5.2 (continued)

5.3.3 Last Glacial Maximum and Equilibrium 
Climate Sensitivity

The LGM is characterized by a large temperature response (Section 
5.3.3.1) to relatively well-defined radiative perturbations (Section 
5.2), linked to atmospheric CO2 concentration around 200 ppm (Sec-
tion 5.2.2) and large ice sheets covering northern Europe and North 
America. This can be used to evaluate climate models (Braconnot et 
al. (2012b); see Sections 9.7 and 10.8) and to estimate ECS from the 
combined use of proxy information and simulations (Section 5.3.3.2).

5.3.3.1 Last Glacial Maximum Climate

Since AR4, synthesis of proxy LGM temperature estimates was com-
pleted for SST (MARGO Project Members, 2009), and for land SAT 
(Bartlein et al., 2011) (Box 5.1, Figure 1). The Multiproxy Approach 
for the Reconstruction of the Glacial Ocean Surface (MARGO) SST 

 synthesis expanded earlier work (CLIMAP Project Members, 1976, 
1981; Sarnthein et al., 2003a; Sarnthein et al., 2003b) by using multiple 
proxies (Table 5.2). The land SAT synthesis is based on pollen data, 
following the Cooperative Holocene Mapping Project (COHMAP Mem-
bers, 1988).

Climate models and proxy data consistently show that mean annual 
SST change (relative to pre-industrial) is largest in the mid-latitude 
North Atlantic (up to –10ºC), and the Mediterranean (about –6ºC) 
(MARGO Project Members, 2009, Box 5.1, Table 5.2). Warming and 
seasonally ice-free conditions are reconstructed, however, in the north-
eastern North Atlantic, in the eastern Nordic Seas and north Pacific, 
albeit with large uncertainty because of the different interpretation of 
proxy data (de Vernal et al., 2006). SAT reconstructions generally shows 
year-round cooling, with regional exceptions such as Alaska (Bartlein 
et al., 2011). Modelling studies show how atmospheric dynamics influ-
enced by ice sheets affect regional temperature patterns in the North 

Physical processes 
determining mass balance

Calving
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break-up of ice into ocean at edge of ice sheet

Stretching and compression create crevasses

A giant piece of ice breaks off the Perito Moreno Glacier in Patagonia, Argentina  
Credit: iStock; https://www.commercialriskonline.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/0_ice-calving-climate-change_iStock-694728278.jpg
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A Massive Glacier Calving in 2013

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1s5-IvHVDqg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1s5-IvHVDqg
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A Massive Glacier Calving in 2013

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1s5-IvHVDqg
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basal & lateral drag stretch ice sheet, creating crevasses

http://www.antarcticglaciers.org/glacier-processes/glacial-lakes/calving-of-freshwater-glaciers/

Ablation: Calving 
break-up of ice into ocean at edge of ice sheet

http://www.antarcticglaciers.org/glacier-processes/glacial-lakes/calving-of-freshwater-glaciers/
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steep landscape also causes crevasses

http://www.antarcticglaciers.org/glacier-processes/glacial-lakes/calving-of-freshwater-glaciers/

Ablation: Calving 
break-up of ice into ocean at edge of ice sheet

http://www.antarcticglaciers.org/glacier-processes/glacial-lakes/calving-of-freshwater-glaciers/
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Ablation 
Calving due to hydro-fracturing

can be defined as the point where the depth of surface
crevasses d equals the glacier ‘freeboard’ above sea level,
h (Fig. 12):

x ! L where d"x# ! h"x# "18#

where x is the horizontal co-ordinate parallel to glacier
flow, positive downstream. For time-evolving ice sheet
models, crevasse depths are most conveniently calculat-
ed following the Nye (1957) formulation (Eqs. (10) and
(11)), because (1) crevasse depths calculated using the
Van der Veen (1998a) model are sensitively dependent
on crevasse spacing, which is not known a priori; (2) it
is computationally cheap and easily incorporated into
numerical schemes, and (3) it performs almost as well
as more complex functions in predicting observed cre-
vasse depths (Mottram and Benn, in preparation). In
some circumstances, however, the Van der Veen (1998a)
LEFM model might be preferable for calculating cre-
vasse depths.

The crevasse-depth calving criterion is based on the
idea that the downglacier velocity gradient, !U /!x, and
the ice elevation above the waterline, h, are the primary
controls on glacier terminus position. Of course, in
nature other factors may influence crevasse propagation
and the position of the calving margin. First, if water
does not enter surface crevasses they may penetrate to, or
even below, lake or sea level without propagating
through the full thickness of the ice or triggering calving.
This will be the case if no connections exist between
surface crevasses and the proglacial water body, and
surface melting is negligible. In this case, calving could
be ‘switched on’ if surface melting increased, as appears
to have occurred prior to the collapse of the Larsen ice
shelves (Scambos et al., 2000). Second, as formulated
here, the crevasse-depth calving criterion does not
consider crevasse extent in the transverse (y) direction.
For calving to occur, crevasses must completely isolate

blocks of ice, not simply penetrate from the surface to the
base. This is clearly illustrated by ice shelf-rifting, where
full-depth crevasses may persist for several years before
they extend far enough across the shelf to release tabular
bergs. Third, the crevasse-depth criterion may over-
estimate glacier length if other, second-order processes
play a significant role in calving. For example,
subaqueous melting may induce fracture propagation
and calving well before the crevasse depth failure
criterion is met.

With these provisos, however, the crevasse-depth
calving criterion provides a simple means of parameter-
ising first-order calving processes in ice sheet models. It
is more versatile than the Van der Veen/Vieli height-
above-buoyancy model, because it allows ice shelves to
form. Where longitudinal velocity gradients are large,
crevasses are likely to reach the waterline and penetrate
the full thickness of the glacier while the ice is still
grounded. On the other hand, where longitudinal tensile
stresses in the vicinity of the grounding line are small,
the glacier terminus will be able to float without calving
occurring. Whether ice shelves are allowed to form,
therefore, depends on the velocity gradients near the
grounding line, which in turn depends on the factors
controlling glacier velocity.

5. Ice velocity: The link between first-order calving
and glacier dynamics

Glacier velocity exerts a fundamental control on
calving rates in two ways. First, ice speeds at the ter-
minus (UT) are usually much larger than the rate in
change of terminus position (dL / dt), so that a good
correlation between calving rates and glacier speed
should be expected from Eq. (1), except during times of
rapid terminus retreat (Van der Veen, 1996). Second,
longitudinal and transverse velocity gradients determine
both the depth of surface crevasses and rates of dynamic
thickness change, and are therefore primary controls on
calving processes (Sections 4.1 and 4.5). The behavior of
calving glaciers, therefore, depends critically on glacier
velocity and its variations in space and time. Basal
motion is a prerequisite for fast flow and high longi-
tudinal strain rates. In this section, we examine the con-
trols on basal motion, and the implications for calving
and related dynamic processes.

5.1. Force balance

Glacier velocity and its derivatives depend on the
magnitude of the driving stress, the mixture of forces
resisting flow, and their variations in space and time. Van

Fig. 12. Schematic illustration of first-order calving in response to
longitudinal stretching. Surface crevasses propagate downward to a
depth d in response to the velocity gradient !UB /!x. Calving is
assumed to occur when d=h (after Benn et al., in press).

163D.I. Benn et al. / Earth-Science Reviews 82 (2007) 143–179

Benn et al. 2007

Calving may start once the 
crevasses reach sea level, as 
buoyancy forces may overcome 
yield stress (Benn et al. 2007)
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Ablation 
Calving due to hydro-fracturing: Larsen B ice shelf

From 31 January 2002 to March 2002 the Larsen B sector partially collapsed 
and parts broke up, 3,250 squared km of ice 220 m thick, an area comparable to 
the US state of Rhode Island.

Animation of MODIS data by Alex Forman

https://en.wikipedia-on-ipfs.org/wiki/
List_of_Antarctic_and_sub-

Antarctic_islands.html

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Antarctic-Peninsula-Ice-Shelves.png

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rhode_Island
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Ablation 
Calving due to hydro-fracturing: Larsen B ice shelf

From 31 January 2002 to March 2002 the Larsen B sector partially collapsed 
and parts broke up, 3,250 squared km of ice 220 m thick, an area comparable to 
the US state of Rhode Island.

Animation of MODIS data by Alex Forman
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Ablation 
Calving due to melting at waterline

http://www.antarcticglaciers.org/glacier-processes/glacial-lakes/calving-of-freshwater-glaciers/

http://www.antarcticglaciers.org/glacier-processes/glacial-lakes/calving-of-freshwater-glaciers/therm-erosional-notch/

http://www.antarcticglaciers.org/glacier-processes/glacial-lakes/calving-of-freshwater-glaciers/
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Calving glaciers and ice shelves; 
Douglas I. Benn, Jan A. Åström, 2018

Ablation 
Calving: role of buoyancy forces

Figure 2. A selection of key calving styles: (a) rifting due to longitudinal extension, (b) collapse of 
overhang following undercutting by subaqueous melt, (c) buoyant calving: release of a protruding 
‘ice foot’ below the waterline and (d) buoyant calving: uplift of a super-buoyant glacier tongue.
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Box 5.2, Figure 1 |  Schematic illustration of multiple interactions between ice sheets, solid earth and the climate system which can drive internal variability and 
affect the coupled ice sheet–climate response to external forcings on time scales of months to millions of years. The inlay figure represents a typical height profile of 
atmospheric temperature and moisture in the troposphere.
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Box 5.2 (continued)

5.3.3 Last Glacial Maximum and Equilibrium 
Climate Sensitivity

The LGM is characterized by a large temperature response (Section 
5.3.3.1) to relatively well-defined radiative perturbations (Section 
5.2), linked to atmospheric CO2 concentration around 200 ppm (Sec-
tion 5.2.2) and large ice sheets covering northern Europe and North 
America. This can be used to evaluate climate models (Braconnot et 
al. (2012b); see Sections 9.7 and 10.8) and to estimate ECS from the 
combined use of proxy information and simulations (Section 5.3.3.2).

5.3.3.1 Last Glacial Maximum Climate

Since AR4, synthesis of proxy LGM temperature estimates was com-
pleted for SST (MARGO Project Members, 2009), and for land SAT 
(Bartlein et al., 2011) (Box 5.1, Figure 1). The Multiproxy Approach 
for the Reconstruction of the Glacial Ocean Surface (MARGO) SST 

 synthesis expanded earlier work (CLIMAP Project Members, 1976, 
1981; Sarnthein et al., 2003a; Sarnthein et al., 2003b) by using multiple 
proxies (Table 5.2). The land SAT synthesis is based on pollen data, 
following the Cooperative Holocene Mapping Project (COHMAP Mem-
bers, 1988).

Climate models and proxy data consistently show that mean annual 
SST change (relative to pre-industrial) is largest in the mid-latitude 
North Atlantic (up to –10ºC), and the Mediterranean (about –6ºC) 
(MARGO Project Members, 2009, Box 5.1, Table 5.2). Warming and 
seasonally ice-free conditions are reconstructed, however, in the north-
eastern North Atlantic, in the eastern Nordic Seas and north Pacific, 
albeit with large uncertainty because of the different interpretation of 
proxy data (de Vernal et al., 2006). SAT reconstructions generally shows 
year-round cooling, with regional exceptions such as Alaska (Bartlein 
et al., 2011). Modelling studies show how atmospheric dynamics influ-
enced by ice sheets affect regional temperature patterns in the North 

Physical processes 
determining mass balance

Ice flow
IPCC AR5 2013
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Grounding line 
flux (Qg=cH5)

Bed (b)

stable stable

Snow Accumulation (P)
unstable

Ice transport is larger when the grounding line ice is thicker.

From Alex Robel
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Grounding line 
flux (Qg=cH5)

Bed (b)

(Weertman 1974 and many others)  

Marine Ice Sheet Instability (MISI) 
scenario (1): melting by a warmer ocean

from Alex Robel

stable stable

Snow Accumulation (P)

unstable
stable stable

unstable

From Alex Robel
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Grounding  
line flux (Qg)

Bed (b)

(Weertman 1974 and many others)  

unstable
stable stable

Marine Ice Sheet Instability (MISI) 
scenario (1): melting by a warmer ocean

from Alex RobelSnow Accumulation (P)

From Alex Robel
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Grounding  
line flux (Qg)
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(Weertman 1974 and many others)  

unstable
stable stable

Marine Ice Sheet Instability (MISI) 
scenario (1): melting by a warmer ocean

from Alex RobelSnow Accumulation (P)
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Morgen N ice stream:  
“Largest retreat on a retrograde slope after 

1965, doubled its speed since 1990s”

Geophysical Research Letters 10.1002/2017GL076561

KøgeBugt C.
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Figure 3. GIMP v2.1 (from BM3) surface elevation along profiles in Figure 2 with bed elevation from BM3 (dashed red), OMG bathymetry (dashed green), and bed
elevation from this study (solid black). Ocean is blue, ice is light blue, and bed is light brown. Ice front positions are color coded from blue to red and labeled
by year. Ocean Melting Greenland (OMG) temperature from conductivity-temperature-depth (CTD) casts in 2016 are color coded from blue (cold) to yellow
(warm), with CTD position as a diamond. Limits of the gravity inversion are black triangles.

and Anorituup, where we detect sills less than 300 and 200 m deep, respectively (Figure S10). Ocean temper-
ature is high in these !ords and reaches 5!C below "200 m (Figure S10). The sills, however, seem to limit the
access of warm AW since water temperature is at least 1! lower upstream (Figure S10).

4. Discussion

These results shed new light on the spatial pattern of glacier retreat in southeast Greenland. The stability of
70% of the glaciers before 1990 is corroborated by two factors: (1) most calving fronts rested on prograde
slopes and (2) sea surface temperature were stable in 1930–1940 and cooled down by 1!C in 1960–1970
(Bjørk et al., 2012). The anomalously fast retreats observed in B2 in 1930–1940 are consistent with the pres-
ence of retrograde slopes. In B1, Ikertivaq N. N. is the only glacier that retreated due to a retrograde bed in a
!ord with warm AW. In this area, BM3 has ice fronts at sea level, which is not compatible with the observed
changes. In B4, the stability of A. P. Bernstor" since 2005 is explained by a !ord depth of 300 m (versus 500 m
in BM3), which means low exposure to AW based on mapped !ords nearby. In B3, Graulv has been stable for
80 years despite its ice front being grounded at 400 m deep. We have no CTD measurements near the ice front
and no data between the OIB gravity inversion and the OMG campaign (green circle in Figure 1). We posit that

MILLAN ET AL. VULNERABILITY OF SOUTHEAST GREENLAND 2694

(dash red: previous estimate of topography; 
note large difference from previous topography)

Vulnerability of Southeast Greenland Glaciers to 
Warm Atlantic Water From Operation IceBridge 
and Ocean Melting Greenland Data  
R. Millan, E. Rignot, J. Mouginot, M. Wood, A. 
A. Bjørk, and M. Morlighem, GRL, 2018 

R. MILLAN ET AL.: VULNERABILITY OF SOUTHEAST GREENLAND. X - 3

Figure S1. Ice velocity of Southeast Greenland glaciers in 2016 derived from satellite and

optical imagery overlayed on a shaded relief version of GIMP3. Green rectangle shows the studied

area.

D R A F T February 13, 2018, 3:15pm D R A F T

Geophysical Research Letters 10.1002/2017GL076561
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Figure 3. GIMP v2.1 (from BM3) surface elevation along profiles in Figure 2 with bed elevation from BM3 (dashed red), OMG bathymetry (dashed green), and bed
elevation from this study (solid black). Ocean is blue, ice is light blue, and bed is light brown. Ice front positions are color coded from blue to red and labeled
by year. Ocean Melting Greenland (OMG) temperature from conductivity-temperature-depth (CTD) casts in 2016 are color coded from blue (cold) to yellow
(warm), with CTD position as a diamond. Limits of the gravity inversion are black triangles.

and Anorituup, where we detect sills less than 300 and 200 m deep, respectively (Figure S10). Ocean temper-
ature is high in these !ords and reaches 5!C below "200 m (Figure S10). The sills, however, seem to limit the
access of warm AW since water temperature is at least 1! lower upstream (Figure S10).

4. Discussion

These results shed new light on the spatial pattern of glacier retreat in southeast Greenland. The stability of
70% of the glaciers before 1990 is corroborated by two factors: (1) most calving fronts rested on prograde
slopes and (2) sea surface temperature were stable in 1930–1940 and cooled down by 1!C in 1960–1970
(Bjørk et al., 2012). The anomalously fast retreats observed in B2 in 1930–1940 are consistent with the pres-
ence of retrograde slopes. In B1, Ikertivaq N. N. is the only glacier that retreated due to a retrograde bed in a
!ord with warm AW. In this area, BM3 has ice fronts at sea level, which is not compatible with the observed
changes. In B4, the stability of A. P. Bernstor" since 2005 is explained by a !ord depth of 300 m (versus 500 m
in BM3), which means low exposure to AW based on mapped !ords nearby. In B3, Graulv has been stable for
80 years despite its ice front being grounded at 400 m deep. We have no CTD measurements near the ice front
and no data between the OIB gravity inversion and the OMG campaign (green circle in Figure 1). We posit that

MILLAN ET AL. VULNERABILITY OF SOUTHEAST GREENLAND 2694

Marine Ice Sheet Instability (MISI) 
leading to ice retreat in Greenland
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Box 5.2, Figure 1 |  Schematic illustration of multiple interactions between ice sheets, solid earth and the climate system which can drive internal variability and 
affect the coupled ice sheet–climate response to external forcings on time scales of months to millions of years. The inlay figure represents a typical height profile of 
atmospheric temperature and moisture in the troposphere.
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Box 5.2 (continued)

5.3.3 Last Glacial Maximum and Equilibrium 
Climate Sensitivity

The LGM is characterized by a large temperature response (Section 
5.3.3.1) to relatively well-defined radiative perturbations (Section 
5.2), linked to atmospheric CO2 concentration around 200 ppm (Sec-
tion 5.2.2) and large ice sheets covering northern Europe and North 
America. This can be used to evaluate climate models (Braconnot et 
al. (2012b); see Sections 9.7 and 10.8) and to estimate ECS from the 
combined use of proxy information and simulations (Section 5.3.3.2).

5.3.3.1 Last Glacial Maximum Climate

Since AR4, synthesis of proxy LGM temperature estimates was com-
pleted for SST (MARGO Project Members, 2009), and for land SAT 
(Bartlein et al., 2011) (Box 5.1, Figure 1). The Multiproxy Approach 
for the Reconstruction of the Glacial Ocean Surface (MARGO) SST 

 synthesis expanded earlier work (CLIMAP Project Members, 1976, 
1981; Sarnthein et al., 2003a; Sarnthein et al., 2003b) by using multiple 
proxies (Table 5.2). The land SAT synthesis is based on pollen data, 
following the Cooperative Holocene Mapping Project (COHMAP Mem-
bers, 1988).

Climate models and proxy data consistently show that mean annual 
SST change (relative to pre-industrial) is largest in the mid-latitude 
North Atlantic (up to –10ºC), and the Mediterranean (about –6ºC) 
(MARGO Project Members, 2009, Box 5.1, Table 5.2). Warming and 
seasonally ice-free conditions are reconstructed, however, in the north-
eastern North Atlantic, in the eastern Nordic Seas and north Pacific, 
albeit with large uncertainty because of the different interpretation of 
proxy data (de Vernal et al., 2006). SAT reconstructions generally shows 
year-round cooling, with regional exceptions such as Alaska (Bartlein 
et al., 2011). Modelling studies show how atmospheric dynamics influ-
enced by ice sheets affect regional temperature patterns in the North 

Physical processes 
determining mass balance

Basal hydrology

IPCC AR5 2013
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Moulins transport water to base, can accelerate ice flow
https://www.yaleclimateconnections.org/2014/09/thousands-of-nameless-short-lived-lakes-video/
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Moulins transport water to base, can accelerate ice flow
https://www.yaleclimateconnections.org/2014/09/thousands-of-nameless-short-lived-lakes-video/

https://www.yaleclimateconnections.org/2014/09/thousands-of-nameless-short-lived-lakes-video/
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FAQ 13.2 (continued)

Future climate forcing could trigger such an unstable collapse, which may then continue independently of climate. 
This potential collapse might unfold over centuries for individual bedrock troughs in West Antarctica and sectors of 
East Antarctica. Much research is focussed on understanding how important this theoretical concept is for those ice 
sheets. Sea level could rise if the effects of marine instability become important, but there is not enough evidence 
at present to unambiguously identify the precursor of such an unstable retreat. Change in outflow is projected 
to contribute between –20 (i.e., fall) and 185 mm to sea level rise by year 2100, although the uncertain impact of 
marine ice-sheet instability could increase this figure by several tenths of a metre. Overall, increased snowfall seems 
set to only partially offset sea level rise caused by increased outflow. 

In Greenland, mass loss through more surface ablation and outflow dominates a possible recent trend towards 
increased accumulation in the interior. Estimated mass loss due to surface ablation has doubled since the early 
1990s. This trend is expected to continue over the next century as more of the ice sheet experiences surface abla-
tion for longer periods. Indeed, projections for the 21st century suggest that increasing mass loss will dominate 
over weakly increasing accumulation. The refreezing of melt water within the snow pack high up on the ice sheet 
offers an important (though perhaps temporary) dampening effect on the relation between atmospheric warming 
and mass loss.

Although the observed response of outlet glaciers is both complex and highly variable, iceberg calving from many 
of Greenland’s major outlet glaciers has increased substantially over the last decade, and constitutes an appreciable 
additional mass loss. This seems to be related to the intrusion of warm water into the coastal seas around Green-
land, but it is not clear whether this phenomenon is related to inter-decadal variability, such as the North Atlantic 

FAQ 13.2, Figure 1 |  Illustrative synthesis of projected changes in SMB and outflow by 2100 for (a) Greenland and (b) Antarctic ice sheets. Colours shown on the 
maps refer to projected SMB change between the start and end of the 21st century using the RACMO2 regional atmospheric climate model under future warming 
scenarios A1B (Antarctic) and RCP4.5 (Greenland). For Greenland, average equilibrium line locations during both these time periods are shown in purple and green, 
respectively. Ice-sheet margins and grounding lines are shown as black lines, as are ice-sheet sectors. For Greenland, results of flowline modelling for four major outlet 
glaciers are shown as inserts, while for Antarctica the coloured rings reflect projected change in outflow based on a probabilistic extrapolation of observed trends.  The 
outer and inner radius of each ring indicate the upper and lower bounds of the two-thirds probability range of the contribution, respectively (scale in upper right); red 
refers to mass loss (sea level rise) while blue refers to mass gain (sea level fall).  Finally, the sea level contribution is shown for each ice sheet (insert located above 
maps) with light grey referring to SMB (model experiment used to generate the SMB map is shown as a dashed line) and dark grey to outflow.  All projections refer to 
the two-in-three probability range across all scenarios. 
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(continued on next page)Future Projections are highly uncertain

Mass loss

Mass loss? or maybe gain?

FAQ 13.2, Figure 1 | Illustrative synthesis of projected changes in SMB and outflow by 2100 for (a) Greenland and (b) Antarctic ice sheets. 
Colours shown on the maps refer to projected SMB change between the start and end of the 21st century using the RACMO2 regional 
atmospheric climate model under future warming scenarios A1B (Antarctic) and RCP4.5 (Greenland). For Greenland, average equilibrium line 
locations during both these time periods are shown in purple and green, respectively. Ice-sheet margins and grounding lines are shown as black 
lines, as are ice-sheet sectors. For Greenland, results of flowline modelling for four major outlet glaciers are shown as inserts, while for Antarctica 
the coloured rings reflect projected change in outflow based on a probabilistic extrapolation of observed trends. The outer and inner radius of 
each ring indicate the upper and lower bounds of the two-thirds probability range of the contribution, respectively (scale in upper right); red refers 
to mass loss (sea level rise) while blue refers to mass gain (sea level fall). Finally, the sea level contribution is shown for each ice sheet (insert 
located above maps) with light grey referring to SMB (model experiment used to generate the SMB map is shown as a dashed line) and dark 
grey to outflow. All projections refer to the two-in-three probability range across all scenarios. 
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The End!


